
Your team has been 
“hired” to design ONE 

of  these three Oz set 
“worlds”:              

1.)  Munchkin-land,      
2.) [Merry ol’ Land of] Oz, 
or 3.) Witch’s Castle

For this project, your team of 3 must 
work together to research, design, create, 
and present your ORIGINAL design to 
the class.  To do so, you must... 

Write a “Production Concept”  
for The Wizard of Oz.   What do 
YOU believe this show is about, and how 
should the show be designed around this 
concept?  (Discuss & create a concept as a 
group.  See below for review of  definitions.)

Conduct design research:  
Observe elements from various other 
designs.  But remember...artists never 
copy others’ work, but rather use it  as 
inspiration for their own.  You must move 
PAST research to ORIGINAL  ideas.

Decide on a metaphor, image, 
or “inspiration piece” that will 
“drive” your design decisions. 
What is your “starting point” for your 
design, and how can you use this  
metaphor, image, or inspiration piece to 
drive design choices?   (Examples:  the 
brick wall/door behind Red Knapp’s 
drove my decision to create moving 
garden walls in The Secret Garden; Clock 
gears  drove Wicked’s designers to 
incorporate gears throughout the show & 
its transitions; a maze drove my choice 
to turn the stage floor into a maze for the 
main character in  Flowers for Algernon)

Use your design concept as 
w e l l a s y o u r r e s e a r c h a n d 
“inspiration piece” to create the 
set’s design. Remember to consider the 
needs of the characters/scene when 
designing (i.e. consult script).  You will be 
presenting your design as either 1.)  a 
model set (built to scale), or 2.) a prezi or 
design video that shows your entire 
design process and a final design 
product (final product  for option #2 
must include pictures of set’s front 
elevation AND a scaled groundplan).

Design Brief:
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Choose one set to design 
(choices listed below)

Director’s Concept [Production Concept]:

The central creative idea that unifies the 
artistic vision of  a production.

What is the metaphor, 
image, or “inspiration 

piece” that will “drive” 
your design decisions?

Director’s Concept [Production Concept]:

The director’s personal interpretation of  
HOW to show a play/musical’s message.

Director’s Concept [Production Concept]:

The unique way a director tells a staged 
story.


